*Note by Clerk, PAC:

Annexes A, C, D, F, J, K and O not attached.
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Annex E

(e) Relevant Council / Committee papers and minutes, together
with recent correspondences between HKPC and ITC, seeking
approval for the general application of “no double housing benefits
rule” in the context of non-accountable allowance for new hire
Key Points



On 2 November 2009, the Staffing Committee endorsed the general
disapplication of “no double housing benefits” rule in the context of
non-accountable allowance for new hire (paper and extract of draft
minutes attached).



On 17 November 2009, the Council approved the general
disapplication (extract of paper and extract of draft minutes attached).



On 23 November 2009, HKPC wrote to ITC seeking approval of the
general disapplication.



On 21 December 2009, ITC informed HKPC that approval for the
general application had been given (on 15 December 2009) and it
would be effective from 1 January 2010.

*Note by Clerk, PAC:

Papers and extract of draft minutes of meetings not attached.
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Annex G

(h) A note on the respective operating costs of the BMM Limited
for the provision of building management services to HKPC in
2006-07, 2007-08 and 2008-09



The operating costs of the BMM Limited for the provision of
building management services to HKPC for the recent three years is
as follows 2006-07

$6,234,466

2007-08

$6,326,292

2008-09

$6,012,712
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Annex H

(i) A note on the Audit Committee’s findings and
recommendations relating to the HKPC’s fixed asset management;
and the actions that had been taken to implement the
recommendations
Key Points



Before the Audit Committee was established in October 2005, the
Finance Committee followed up on the results of the full stocktake
on fixed assets conducted in 2005 (Annex K refers).



There were several occasions on which the Audit Committee
deliberated on HKPC’s fixed asset management.

12 October 2006


On 12 October 2006, the Audit Committee noted the completion of
the consultancy study, which included recommendations on fixed
asset management.



At that meeting, the Audit Committee noted the approach of taking
forward the consultant’s recommendations (such as according
priority to improve fixed asset management and not accepting one of
the recommendations, i.e. centralizing goods receipt function).



Details are in the attached extract of paper and minutes of the Audit
Committee meeting held on 12 October 2006.

22 June 2007


On 22 June 2007, the Audit Committee was updated on the progress
of implementation of the consultant’s recommendations, including
those on fixed asset management.



The Audit Committee noted the progress made.



Details are in the attached extract of paper and minutes of the Audit
Committee meeting held on 22 June 2007.
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23 March 2009



On 23 March 2009, in the context of a compliance checking report
on fixed asset management submitted to the Audit Committee by
the Internal Audit (IA) unit, the Audit Committee noted the findings
of the IA unit and the actions taken by HKPC management in respect
of two non-compliance cases out of 68 samples surveyed.



Details are in the attached extract of the paper and minutes of the
Audit Committee meeting held on 23 March 2009.

15 July 2009



The HKPC management reported to the Audit Committee on 15 July
2009 the results of the partial stocktake conducted in April 2009.



Details are in the attached paper and relevant extract of minutes of
the Audit Committee meeting held on 15 July 2009. Extract of
draft minutes of the Audit Committee meeting on 6 November 2009
are also attached, at which the Audit Committee was updated on this
subject.

6 November 2009



On 6 November 2009, in the context of an Internal Audit (IA) report
on fixed asset management (related to barcode label and disposal of
fixed assets) submitted to the Audit Committee by the IA unit, the
Audit Committee noted the findings and the actions taken by the
HKPC management.



Details are in the attached extract of the paper and relevant draft
minutes of the Audit Committee meeting held on 6 November 2009.

*Note by Clerk, PAC: Annex K, extract of papers and minutes of meetings
not attached.
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Annex I

(j) A note on HKPC’s external auditor’s findings and
recommendations relating to the HKPC’s fixed asset management
since 2005-2006 as well as the actions that had been taken to
implement the recommendation
Key Points



On three occasions (for the years 2005-06, 2006-07 and 2008-09), the
external auditor raised observations on fixed assets.



The observations and our actions taken are summarized below.

2005-06



The external auditor expressed that no major big issues were
observed and no significant weaknesses were noted. However, some
audit observations on fixed asset management were discussed: (i)
useful life estimation might need to be reviewed; (ii) periodic fixed
assets count was recommended.



Actions taken in respect of the review of useful life estimation and
the recommended periodic fixed assets count were as follows :
- Upon a review, the depreciation life of various fixed assets was
stipulated in the Standard Practice A6/1, which was issued on 1
January 2008.
- Upon a review, periodic full stocktake on a five-year cycle and
partial stocktake on a yearly basis were stipulated in the Standard
Practice A6/3, which was issued on 1 January 2008.



There was no record of audit brief or exit meeting but the exit
meeting was reported to the Audit Committee on 6 July 2006 (paper
and relevant extract of minutes attached).
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2006-07



The external auditor expressed that no significant issues were
observed or weaknesses noted. However, some audit observations
related to fixed assets were mentioned : Depreciation policy for each
category of fixed assets should be reviewed to match the estimated
useful life of the assets and there should be periodic review and
physical inspection of the conditions of the assets to ensure that the
assets are properly reflected in the accounts.



Actions taken in respect of the external auditor’s observations were
as follows :
- Upon a review, the depreciation life of various fixed assets was
stipulated in the Standard Practice A6/1, which was issued on 1
January 2008.
- Upon a review, periodic full stocktake on a five-year cycle and
partial stocktake on a yearly basis were stipulated in the Standard
Practice A6/3, which was issued on 1 January 2008.
- Random check on 10% of new fixed assets on a monthly basis
incorporated as a requirement in the Standard Practice A6/3,
which was issued on 1 January 2008. Such random checking on
new fixed assets was conducted for the first time since February
2008.



There was no record of audit brief or exit meeting but the exit
meeting was reported to the Audit Committee on 22 June 2007 (paper
and relevant extract of minutes attached).

2007-08



The external auditor did not make any observation on fixed asset
management.
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2008-09



The external auditor expressed that no significant issues were
observed or weaknesses noted. The external auditor noted the result
of the partial stocktake conducted in April 2009 and that the HKPC
Management would report the result to the Audit Committee.
However, the external auditor did not make any recommendation.



There was no record of audit brief or exit meeting but there was an
agenda for the exit meeting held on 3 July 2009, which is attached.



The exit meeting was reported to the Audit Committee on 15 July
2009 (paper and relevant extract of minutes attached).

*Note by Clerk, PAC:

Papers and extract of minutes of meetings not attached.
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Annex L

(m) A note on the revisions that have been made to the five
internal guidelines in order to implement the consultant’s
recommendations on fixed asset management
Key Points



Five sets of internal guidelines on fixed asset management were
revised and issued on 1 January 2008 (copies of Standard Practices
A6/1, A6/2, A6/3, A6/4 and A6/5 are attached).



The consultant (PwC) made recommendations on fixed asset
management covering aspects as follows:



-

well-defining the ownership of fixed assets (in paragraphs 1 & 2
of attached Standard Practice A6/2)

-

improvement on stocktake procedures of fixed assets such as
stipulation of an annual cycle for partial stocktake and a
five-year cycle for a full stocktake, instead of just requiring
partial stocktake and full stocktake be done on a “regular” basis
(in paragraph 8 of attached Standard Practice A6/3)

HKPC Management have also taken the opportunity to amend other
Standard Practices related to fixed asset management covering the
following aspects :

-

the depreciation life of various fixed assets was stipulated, upon
review, in the attached Standard Practice A6/1 (Appendix 1
thereof)

-

the role for managing disposal and transfer of software and
information technology equipment was centralized and vested
with the internal Management Information Service (MIS) unit
in the attached Standard Practice A6/4 (paragraph 2.3 thereof)

-

providing a clearer definition in respect of equipment for the
purpose of fixed asset management in Standard Practice A6/5
(paragraph 1 thereof).
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STANDARD PRACTICE
Standard Practice No.:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date issued: (dd/mm/yyyy)
Supersedes that issued on:

1.

A6/1
Fixed Assets - Definition and Depreciation Lives
Finance Division
01/01/2008
11/10/2004

An item purchased under capital budget and with the following three characteristics
should be classified as fixed asset-

has an estimated useful life of more than 1 year;
used in the operating activities of the Council; and
the price must be in excess of HK$2,500. (Note: an unit assembled by different
components/parts can be classified as fixed asset if the aggregated amount of all
components/parts is over HK$2,500).

For equipment purchased with project funding, e.g. ITF, different treatment applies. Please
refer to Standard Practice A6/5.
2.

Exemption on Price Rule
In practice, some items are always purchased in bulk with unit price lower than HK$2,500
and therefore not capitalized. However, in view of the substantial aggregated asset amount
and in order to enhance the physical control and effective management on such assets, the
following items are to be capitalized as fixed assets, regardless of the price rule mentioned
under paragraph 1 above-

Office furniture (Ref.: paragraph 4a);
Computer monitor.

3.

The initial costs to be capitalized include the purchase price, delivery and insurance
charges, installation and testing costs and training package but exclude maintenance fee.

4.

Fixed assets are classified under the following categories. The estimated depreciation life
listed in the following paragraphs is solely for accounting purposes and does not have any
direct relevance to the replacement life of the assets. For replacement policy, please refer
to the relevant Standard Practices as listed in Appendix 1 of this Standard Practice.
a.

Office furniture
Office chair and table, conference chair and table, classroom chair and table, desk,
side table, cabinet and drawer, book shelf, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 10 years.

A028 (5/2004)
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b.

Office equipment
Typewriter, fax machine, photocopying machine, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 5 years.

c.

AV aids and equipment
Projector, projection screen camera, TV set, VCR, lens, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 5 years.

d.

Laboratory and other equipment
Testing and measuring equipment, computer system used in laboratory, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 5 years.

e.

Motor vehicles
Estimated depreciation life is 6 years.

f.

Leasehold improvement (Non-office)
Fitting-out and renovation works for functional centre, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 3 years.

g.

Leasehold improvement (Office)
Office decoration, standard panels, fan coil unit, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 10 years.

h.

Computer software and training package
MS Office, Novell Netware, Win Pen, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 3 years.

i.

IT equipment
Server, personal computer, printer, modem, computer monitor, etc.
Estimated depreciation life is 5 years.

j.

HKPC Building
E&M fittings, drainage and building elements
Estimated depreciation life is 50 years.

A028 (5/2004)
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Appendix 1

Item
Office furniture

Depreciation life
(for accounting purpose)
10 years

Office equipment
AV aids and equipment
Laboratory and other equipment
Motor vehicles
Leasehold improvement
(Non-office)

5 years
5 years
5 years
6 years
3 years

Leasehold improvement (Office)
Computer, software and training
package
IT equipment
HKPC Building

10 years
3 years

Issued by: Executive Director
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5 years
50 years

Physical Replacement
Division to justify request for
replacement on its own merit for
management’s approval
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Refer to Standard Practice A4
Division to justify request for
replacement on its own merit for
management’s approval
Same as above
Refer to Standard Practice A7/1
Refer to Standard Practice A7/1
Senior management and
Council’s approval.

Issued to: General Managers & Staff Members
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STANDARD PRACTICE
Standard Practice No.:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date issued: (dd/mm/yyyy)
Supersedes that issued on:

A6/2
Fixed Assets - Ownership, Role and Responsibilities Over the
Recording and Custody
Finance Division
01/01/2008
11/10/2004

In order to ensure an effective control over fixed assets, the asset ownership, role and
responsibilities of various parties are defined as followsOwnership of Fixed Assets
1.

Division owns the assets that are under their use and control.

2.

HAD owns the assets for common use and the assets transferred from other divisions to
Corporate, e.g. tables and chairs at conference rooms.
Divisions which manage the venue such as functional centre own the assets located in that
venue, e.g. assets at CEPA Centre, Innovation Gallery.

Role and Responsibilities
3.

GMs of owner divisions are responsible fora. ensuring the safe custody, effective use and proper maintenance of fixed assets under
their control;
b. making recommendations for transfer and disposal of unwanted fixed assets;
c. performing annual random stock take and full stock take once every five years;
d. investigating and explaining any discrepancies to FD arising from the fixed asset stock
take; and
e. for leasehold improvement (categories 4f and 4g in Standard Practice A6/1), given its
special nature, owner divisions need not be accounted for its physical custody, but is
responsible for notifying FD if there is any addition, renovation or dismantlement for
record purpose.

4.

FD is responsible for maintaining fixed asset inventory records.

5.

Internal Audit is responsible for auditing the fixed asset inventory records of HKPC.

Issued by: Executive Director

A028 (5/2004)

Issued to: General Managers & Staff Members
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STANDARD PRACTICE
Standard Practice No.:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date issued: (dd/mm/yyyy)
Supersedes that issued on:

A6/3
Fixed Assets - Acquisition and Physical Verification, Addition
of Project Funded Equipment
Finance Division
01/01/2008
11/10/2004

Acquisition and Physical Verification
1.

When divisions purchase fixed assets, procurement and tendering procedures of capital
expenditure should apply in accordance with Standard Practices A1/1 and A1/2.
Please refer Standard Practice A6/5 for acquisition and physical verification of project
funded equipment.

2.

Upon receiving the approved P.O. for acquisition of fixed assets from division via
Purchasing Unit of HAD, FD will check the classification of fixed assets which are
predefined by division with reference to the guidelines for definition of fixed assets in
Standard Practice A6/1.

3.

Once the fixed asset has been delivered to the division and payment process has been
completed, the fixed asset inventory record in both Fixed Assets System and Accounting
System will be updated by FD.

4.

FD will print and issue the barcode label together with the Fixed Assets Coding Control
Sheet (AF206) to divisions (for all assets except software) and to MIS (for software only).

5.

Division is responsible for affixing all barcode labels on the fixed asset (except software)
on site. MIS is responsible for affixing the barcode labels on the software license.

6.

In order to maintain an effective fixed asset inventory record and to confirm that the
correct barcode label has been affixed properlya. for all fixed assets (except software), division should complete the Fixed Assets
Coding Control Sheet (AF206), sign and return it to FD for filing; and
b. for software, MIS should complete the Fixed Assets Coding Control Sheet (AF206),
sign and return it to FD for filing.

7.

HAD will perform random checking on 10% of new fixed assets on a monthly basis and
report via email to GMs of Divisions and copy to FD those new fixed assets which have
not affixed the label.

A028 (5/2004)
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8.

Divisions should always exercise control to safeguard its assets. The physical verification
procedures should be conducted as followsa. Annual Stock Take:
FD will issue fixed asset inventory record list which is prepared on a random sampling
basis by its unit cost from all items to divisions for performing the annual stock take.
The sample items are selected in accordance with the following criteriaUnit Cost of Fixed Assets
Up to $5,000
$5,001 to $20,000
$20,001 to $100,000
Over $100,000

% of items selected
5%
25%
30%
30%

b. Full Stock Take Once Every Five Years:
A full stock take will be performed once every five years. This stock take does not
include the items 4f, 4g, 4j in Standard Practice A6/1.
9.

After the stock take, divisions should return the completed fixed asset inventory record
lists to FD and copy to Internal Auditor who may perform additional investigation when
necessary.

10. Divisions are responsible for investigating and explaining all discrepancies arising from
the stock take exercise to FD. Then, FD will summarize the discrepancies and report to the
management.
Addition of Project Funded Equipment
11. When the equipment (purchased and funded by projects) is not required for return to the
client and allowable for transfer to HKPC (under relevant project funding guidelines) after
project completion, the division should list out the asset items and advise FD to proceed
the transfer from “Project Funded Equipment Inventory Record” to “HKPC Fixed Asset
Inventory Record” (Refer to Standard Practice A6/5 for management of project funded
equipment).

Issued by: Executive Director

A028 (5/2004)

Issued to: General Managers & Staff Members
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STANDARD PRACTICE
Standard Practice No.:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date issued: (dd/mm/yyyy)
Supersedes that issued on:

A6/4
Fixed Assets - Disposal and Transfer
Human Resources & Administration Division and Finance
Division
10/09/2009
01/01/2008

Disposal of Fixed Assets
1.

If a division wants to dispose of any fixed asset, it should submit the Form AF202
“Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” to HAD/ FD. The division should fill in details of
the assets based on the fixed asset reports issued monthly by FD.

2.

Assessment and approval of the disposal of fixed assets referred to paragraph 4 of
Standard Practice A6/1 “Fixed Assets – Definition and Depreciation Lives” are set out
below.
2.1 For disposal of fixed asset items EXCEPT category 4d (laboratory and other
equipment), 4h (computer software and training package) and 4i (IT equipment) –
Division should submit the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” with
the approval of GM/BD/ED in accordance with the approval authorities set out in
paragraph 3 below to HAD. HAD will then inspect and assess whether the fixed
asset should be disposed of.
a. If the fixed asset was damaged and could no longer function, HAD will copy the
Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” to FD for updating the fixed
asset inventory record. HAD will arrange with BMM for the disposal and mark
the actual date of disposal on the approved Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of
Fixed Assets” for record.
b. If the fixed asset could still function, HAD will arrange the fixed asset to be
applied by interested divisions for transferring for use, sold to external buyers or
donated to charity organizations.
c. To apply for the transfer of fixed asset for use, interested divisions should submit
the Form AF482 “Application Form for Disposed Fixed Assets” on/before the
closing date required on the e-mail issued by HAD to GMs regarding the disposal
of the fixed asset. If more than one application are received, lots will be drawn
by two representatives from HAD and FD. Successful division should submit
the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” to FD for updating the fixed
asset inventory record according to paragraph 5 below.
d. If there is no application from interested division, external buyers on the
Approved Buyers List will be invited by HAD to bid for the fixed asset and the
buyer offering the highest price will be awarded. Otherwise, HAD will arrange

A028 (5/2004)
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the fixed asset to be donated to charity organizations or disposed by BMM.
2.2 For disposal of category 4d (laboratory and other equipment) –
GM of division should inspect and assess whether the fixed asset should be disposed
of and submit the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” approved by
GM/ BD/ ED in accordance with the approval authorities set out in paragraph 3
below to FD.
a.

When the selling price estimated by division prior to disposal of the fixed asset
is less than the tender limit as laid down in Standard Practice A1/2 “Tender
Procedures”, external buyers on the Approved Buyers List will be invited by
division to bid for the fixed asset and the buyer offering the highest price will be
awarded.

b.

When the selling price estimated by division prior to disposal of the fixed asset
is more than the tender limit as laid down in Standard Practice A1/2 “Tender
Procedures”, division should submit tender requisition in writing approved by
GM of division to GM/HA and attach the approved Form AF202
“Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets”.

c.

If there is no buyer or bidder to buy the fixed asset, division should arrange with
BMM for its disposal and mark the actual date of disposal on the approved Form
AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” for record.

2.3 For items 4h (computer software and training package) and 4i (IT equipment) –
a.

Division cannot initiate disposal of these IT items but to transfer to MIS.

b.

After MIS received the transferred IT items, it will assess its functionality and
decide to reallocate to other users or dispose of.

c.

MIS will recycle functioning components for use. For the residual equipment,
MIS should submit the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” with
the approval of GM/IT/ BD/ ED in accordance with the approval authorities set
out in paragraph 3 below to FD for updating the fixed asset inventory record.
MIS should arrange with BMM for the disposal and mark the actual date of
disposal on the approved Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” for
record.

2.4 If the fixed asset is confirmed lost/ missing/ unfound, although no physical disposal
can be conducted, division should complete the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of
Fixed Assets” with justification and approval of GM/ BD/ ED in accordance with the
approval authorities set out in paragraph 3 below to FD. Upon receipt of the
approved Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets”, FD will write off the
fixed asset from the fixed asset inventory record.

A028 (5/2004)
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Approval Authorities
3.

Approval authorities for disposing of fixed assets are as follows:
Approval Authorities

Approval Limits
(based on written down
value prior to disposal)

Fixed Asset Items

GM

Up to HK$75,000

Division’s owned
fixed assets except
IT equipment

GM/IT

Up to HK$75,000

IT equipment

BD

Up to HK$200,000

All fixed assets

ED

Over HK$200,000

All fixed assets

Transfer of Fixed Asset
4.

If a division (transferor division) wants to transfer any fixed asset to other divisions,
division should submit the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” approved by
GM.

5.

‘Transferor’ division passes the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” to the
receiving division (transferee division) for acceptance by the transferee division’s GM and
submits to FD.

6.

FD checks the record and updates the fixed asset inventory record.

7.

FD sends a copy of the Form AF202 “Disposal/Transfer of Fixed Assets” with FD’s
endorsement to the ‘Transferee’ division for record. Transferee division should arrange
the physical transfer with BMM.

Issued by: Executive Director
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Issued to: General Managers & Staff Members
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STANDARD PRACTICE
Standard Practice No.:
Subject:
Prepared by:
Date issued: (dd/mm/yyyy)
Supersedes that issued on:

1.

A6/5
Project Funded Equipment
Finance Division
01/01/2008
11/10/2004

For equipment purchased with project funding and meet the following criteria, division
should notify FD to maintain a divisional project funded equipment inventory record(i) Government funded project-

items defined as equipment of the government funded project, e.g. ITF;

(ii) Non-government funded projecta. unit cost higher than HK$2,500;
b. has an estimated useful life of more than one year upon project completion; and
c. is not to be returned to client upon project completion.
2.

Following the purchasing procedure, division should indicate equipment information in
the Vendor Selection Sheet (AF145b).

3.

Once the equipment has been delivered to the division and payment process has been
completed, FD will update the equipment inventory record.

4.

FD will print and issue the barcode label together with the Fixed Assets Coding Control
Sheet (AF206) to divisions (for all equipments except software) and to MIS (software
only).

5.

Division is responsible for affixing all barcode labels on the equipment (except software)
on site. MIS is responsible for affixing the barcode labels on the software license.

6.

In order to maintain an effective equipment inventory record and to confirm that the
correct label has been affixed properlya.

for all equipment (except software), division should complete the Fixed Assets
Coding Control Sheet (AF206), sign and return it to FD for filing; and

b.

for software, MIS should complete the Fixed Assets Coding Control Sheet (AF206),
sign and return it to FD for filing.

A028 (5/2004)
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7.

Owner division should take one of the following actions after project completiona. physical disposal (refer to Standard Practice A6/4);
b. transfer to HKPC (refer to Standard Practice A6/3, paragraph 11).

8.

The stock take process for project funded equipment will be the same as those stated in
Standard Practice A6/3, paragraphs 8 to 10.

Issued by: Executive Director
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Issued to: General Managers & Staff Members
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Annex M

(n) A note on some other measures under our consideration to
further improve and strengthen asset management



HKPC Management are reviewing our fixed asset management
system. We have yet to finalize measures to be taken, which will be
submitted to the Council at a later stage for approval.



Subject to the approval of the Council, HKPC may implement the
following measures –



(a)

for equipment of high-value or high risk of loss or theft (such
as mobile phones, e-cameras, notebooks, etc), HKPC
Management will consider the feasibility of dispensing with
the bar-code altogether and linking our asset record to the
unique identification number of each of the items, if available;

(b)

we will further review and refine the ownership and level of
custody responsibility of fixed assets and assign them to the
individual staff level as far as practicable with a view to
enhancing fixed asset management;

(c)

we will further review if fixtures (e.g. built-in furniture and IT
systems, exhibition display panels, etc.) should be included in
the fixed asset control list as they stand virtually no chance of
loss or theft; and

(d)

we will further consider how the effectiveness of annual
partial stocktake exercise could be enhanced. Enhancement
measures may include, for instance, mandatory annual
stocktake for high value items beyond a certain threshold and
stocktake on certain selected categories of items as opposed to
random sampling during the partial stocktake exercise, etc.

The HKPC Management may come up with other measures of
enhancing fixed asset management and will seek the approval of the
Council in due course.
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Annex N

(o) A note on the details of the five major duties of the
Fixed Asset Manager



The five major duties of the Fixed Asset Manager appointed in each
division since June 2009 are as follow –

(i)

help ensuring compliance of respective divisions with
Standard Practices;

(ii)

co-ordinating asset stocktake exercises;

(iii) ensuring the reporting of asset movement and disposal;
(iv) clearing asset movement and disposal; and
(v)

co-ordinating affixing of barcode labels.
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Annex P

(q) A note on the 109 computers which could not be located
(referred to in paragraph 4.7(a) of the Audit Report)
Key Points



Paragraph 4.7(a) of the Audit Report mentioned that 109 computers
could not be located.



Paragraph 4.7(b) of the Audit Report also mentioned that 163
computers could not be traced to the Fixed Asset Register because
their barcode labels were peeled off or wrongly affixed.



We have subsequently tried to match the specifications (such as type,
brandname and model) of the 163 computers additionally found with
those of the 109 missing computers.



We have matched 100 computers. The remaining 9 missing
computers cannot be matched. This notwithstanding, there remain
63 computers additionally found.
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